
The value of video
We all compete in two markets. Business,  
and talent. So why limit opportunities to within  
20 miles of an office? There is a better way. 

Cisco collaboration customers know that providing 
seamless video experiences means access to 
people and markets that wouldn’t normally be in 
reach. In fact, time and space don’t matter  
so much when you can feel enthusiasm in HD. 

We created this toolkit with quick reference 
guides, promotional assets and user cases 
designed to help you successfully use video  
in your business. Amazing things happen when 
people have workplaces powered by Webex. 

On a mission to connect people? So are we.



Video collaboration makes  
people more productive 
Employee productivity is one of the most important measures of profitability for most 
businesses. It’s a hot topic in most boardrooms, as people are the most strategic 
asset (and largest cost) for most companies, with property a very close second. 

Providing world class collaboration experiences is one of the best things you can do 
to improve employee productivity. Plus, a well thought out adoption plan means you’ll 
be even more likely to succeed in getting the most return from your investment in 
Cisco Collaboration.

of executives 
and IT decision 
makers say if I was 
CEO improving 
productivity would  
be my number  
one priority.

Source:  
BT Global Survey 2017

80% of employees feel 
more productive 
and engaged when 
employees have 
flexibility in where, 
when and how they 
work 60% feel more 
productive and 
engaged.

Source:  
Flex Strategy Group

91%of executives and 
IT decision makers 
say productivity is 
the main benefit of 
improving digital 
experiences. 

Source:  
BT Global Survey 2017

91%of employees feel 
technology has a 
positive influence  
on their productivity 
at work. 

Source:  
UK Work Foundation

80%



of employees who 
work flexibly are 
significantly more 
likely to report 
having had two or 
more promotions 
over the past five 
years.

Source:  
IBM Smarter Work 
Institute

33% of workers 
prepare more 
for video calls.

Source: West UC
82%of workers are  

more engaged in 
video conference 
calls than audio  
only calls.

Source: West UC

73%of employees feel 
more engaged and 
productive when 
they have flexibility  
in where, when and 
how they work.

Source:  
Flex Strategy Group

60%

Video collaboration makes  
people more engaged 
Employee engagement used to be optional, but now it’s pretty much the whole game. 
From recruitment and onboarding to pay and rewards; every day you have the opportunity 
to create employee experiences for your best talent in the moments that matter to them. 

There’s growing research that flexible working is a major factor in driving high 
performance, development and well-being of employees. Cisco’s simple modern video 
meeting solutions offer consumer grade experiences that enable employees to flexibly 
work any time, any place and on any device to meet work-life balance needs. 



of employees would change 
their job to have the ability  
to work where they want  
(at least part of the time).

Source: Gallup

37% less time taken to hire a 
new employee, by fully 
distributed companies.

Source: Owl Labs
33% of managers saw a 

correlation between 
technology and their 
organization’s performance. 

Source: UK Work Foundation

66%

Video collaboration 
attracts the best talent
Its official, great talent wants choices. Stanford University researchers  
found letting employees work remotely or from home made them  
happier, less likely to quit, and more productive. In fact, flexible  
scheduling and work-from-home opportunities play a major  
role in decisions to take or leave a job. 

For all of us, providing choice of where and how to work  
means providing simple, but powerful technologies that  
give managers the visibility and confidence about  
predicting output, deliverables and milestones even  
when they aren’t physically with their employees.

Workers who are  
allowed to have a voice in the 

hours and location of their work 
not only feel better about their jobs, 
but also less conflicted about their 

work-to-family balance.
Source:  

American Sociological Review


